ICE MACHINES
Need ice? We have the perfect machine for your business
From self contained Ice makers through to Industrial scale ice makers, we’ll
find the right machine for your business.

Service & Support
Environmental Sustainability

Sustainability
and the
Environment
Ultra Refrigeration are committed to
helping you minimise your carbon
footprint, with advanced designs
such as the Prodigy models, which
minimise energy and water use. Ultra
promotes the principle of ‘designedin-simplicity’, to make looking after
your machine as easy as possible. For
example, cleaning the air filter on a
compact backbar unit is a two-minute
job, rather than a service call-out.
This minimises downtime and cuts
servicing costs.
Scotsman machines comply fully with
all relevant regulations including
WRAS, RoHS and WEEE. In support of
your Environmental and Sustainability
Policy, Ultra can offer specific carbon
footprint data for each Scotsman
machine.
Looking for advice? Call the Ice
Experts now on 0330 2232404

Ultra Refrigeration are authorised distributers
of Hubbard Systems, the UK’s leading specialist
distributor of ice making equipment and has
been associated with Scotsman for nearly 50
years. Hubbard is known for its expertise and
for the professionalism of its pre- and aftersales support.
In the 2013 customer satisfaction survey, Scotsman came top
in the quality ice machine equipment category and Hubbard
Systems scored over 90% in all question categories, including
ease of contact, enquiry handling, delivery, accuracy and
technical support.
Scotsman makes ice machines for every market and industry‚
from compact back bar supercubers for hospitality to huge
machines making scale ice for the fishing industry. Many
of the standard models are available ex-stock for next day
delivery, free to the UK mainland.

www.ultrarefrigeration.co.uk

0330 2232404

What’s your ice type?
Supercube, dice, flake, superflake, scale, cubelet, nugget… Ultra’s Ice Experts can
advise on every aspect of ice production‚ including which type of ice is best for every
application.

Supercube ice
The most popular type of ice cubes, a perfect choice
for restaurants, pubs, and clubs. Made in the famous
Scotsman thimble shape, they are available in four
different sizes.

Cubelet ice
Hands free dispensed ice made from hard compacted flake
ice in a uniformed cubelet shape with a slow melt rate.

Scale ice
Scotsman Scale Ice machines manufacture ice in a range
of thicknesses, from 1.2mm as preferred by the food
processing industry to 2.2mm as demanded by the fishing
industry. Scale Ice is produced in heavy-duty cylindrical
evaporators designed for the most rugged applications.

Dice ice
The shape of dice cubes provides maximum liquid
displacement making this type of ice cube ideal for general
purpose cooling of drinks. They can be made very quickly
and are ideal for outlets needing high volumes of ice, such
as fast food outlets.

Flake ice
Flake Ice is the most natural shape. Extruded at a
temperature just below zero degrees. Scotsman flaked
ice suits a variety of applications including fisheries,
laboratories and industry.

Nugget ice
Nugget ice is made from random cylindrical sized pieces
of hard compacted flake ice, which have a slow melt rate.

www.ultrarefrigeration.co.uk

0330 2232404

